The Myers Mixers 55 gallon drum ram press is intended to handle products such as caulking, sealants, electronic materials, pastes, gels, silicones, and other high viscosity, slow or no-flow materials. Features include:

- Product discharges upward through a 2” fitting in the press plate; transferring through a smooth-walled hose offers the best performance.
- Visible ruled scale identifies position of plate inside drum during operation.
- Stainless steel press plate construction.
- Electric power unit with motorized hydraulic pump.
- Delivers up to 150 PSI of discharge pressure.
- Easy to clean.
- Quick changeover.
- Simple to operate.

**Designed for Safety and Efficiency**

Formed rings reinforce drum sidewalls and hold the drum securely in place. Rings are hinged with turnbuckle handles that can open individually or simultaneously for quick release.

The press frame includes a limit switch to prevent operation when a drum is not in place.

An optional hinged safety cage surrounds the base plate and top of the drum to eliminate potential pinch points and void injury. A safety limit switch is used to prevent operation unless the cage is closed and locked.